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Background - Exploratories
# 300 field plots in 3 areas in Germany
# 44 projects (current phase)
# 285 project members (ditto)
DFG priority programme  (Schwerpunktprogramm): 
Exploratories for large-scale and long-term functional biodiversity research 
= open research platform for functional biodiversity
Background - Exploratories
Crucial for success of project:
= need for central data repository
• interchange of data among projects
• integrative data analyses and data re-use
BUT since project start also non-data demands
= additional functionalities to support project
Philosophy from the beginning: 
= provision of non-data features to enhance acceptance of the system + 
data management
Background - BExIS
Fieldwork support
Fieldbook CalendarPlotcharts • All 300 plots as map
• All with up-to-date subplots
• Full subplot history available
• Every region with own resources
• Flexible resource management
Plot Information
• Basic Information dataset
• GPX, KML datasets
• Inventory datasets
• Land use information datasets
• Climate data
Field Information
Exploratory Information
Permits
• Driving permit for forest
• Fieldwork permits
• …
Experiment planning 
and field orientation
Authorized
Existing plot data
Up-to-date notes
Book resources and
announce field activity
Well regulated • Field station guideline
• Weekend working rules
• Access maps
• …
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BEXIS 2
To have a system to manage NOT data ONLY.
BEXIS 2 – Feature Status
Feature status
Functionality migration:
• Refactored modules to follow module handler specs
• Refactored modules to integrate party package
• Refactored modules to use notification system
• Development in progress
• Development planned
Thanks!
